QM COMPLETED COURSES 2014-2018

110 courses until 3/16/18

OFFICIALLY REVIEWED

2018 (1)
CS 533: Developing Portable Software, James Mooney

2017 (5)
NBAN 206: Introduction to Anatomy Lab, Dawn Hunter
NBAN 205: Introduction to Human Anatomy, Dawn Hunter
SENG 520: Software Analysis and Design, James Mooney
SENG 510: Software Project Management, Larry Jacowitz
SENG 581: Quality Software Process Management, Dale Dzielski

INTERNALLY REVIEWED

2018 (1)
NSG 707: Evidence Based Practice Method, Laurie Theeke

2017 (24)
LEGS 720: Media and the Law, Michelle Condon
NSG 362: Clinical Health Promotion, Crystal Sheaves
NSG 704: Health Care Leadership, Theresa Cowan
SENG 582: Enterprise Architecture Frameworks, Dale Dzielski
SOCA 207: Social Problems in Contemporary America, Daniel Brewster and Kristen Song
SAFM 505: Safety Legislation and Compliance, Rose McMurray
LEGS 691 new number LEGS 753: Immigration & Border Security, Ulysses Jaen
HIST 453: Civil War and Reconstruction, Adam Zucconi
EDP 703: The Adult Learner, Patricia Haught
SBHS 601: Social and Behavioral Theory, Lesley Cottrell (there is another version in 2016)
NSG 465: Foundations of Research and Evidence Based Practice, Melanie Whelan
PSIO 760: Human Physiology, Steven Hardy
SAFM 534: Fire Safety Management, Ken Tennant
SPED 676: Critical Thinking/Creativity in Gifted Education, Carla Brigandi
NSG 372: Safety Quality and Information Technology, Crystal Sheaves
SHED 600: Foundations of Public Health for School Health Educators, Toni Morris
SPED 622: Instructional Programming: Severe Disabilities, Colleen Wood-Fields
SBHS 611: Community Assessment, Haslyn Hunte
LEGS 771: Long Term Care Regulation, Manuel Alvarez
CSAD 270: Effective Public Speaking, Carolyn Atkins
LEGS 751: Punishment and Corrections, Cheryl Johnson-Lyons
ECON 225: Elementary Business and Economics Statistics, Brian Cushing
SHED 601: Emerging Research in Elementary School Health, Ishonte Allar
LEGS 620: Researching the Law, Ulysses Jaen

2016 (43)
HIST 153: Making of Modern America: 1865 to the Present, Karina Esposito
NSG 624: Advanced Pathophysiology, Gina Maiocco
FIN 513: Macroeconomics and Financial Markets, Paul Speaker
CS 533: Developing Portable Software, James Mooney
LEGS 770: Healthcare Law, Leslie Tower
ECON 201: Principles of Microeconomics, Amanda ROss
FMAN 330: Principles of Forestry Economics, Kathryn Gazal
SPED 610: Typical/Atypical Development, Christian Google
SOCA 101: Introduction to Sociology, Cheryl Johnson-Lyons
CS 101: Intro to Computer Applications, Brian Powell
SENG 520: Software Analysis and Design, James Mooney
SENG 530: Validation and Verification, Ken Costello
BADM 623: Strategy, David Dawley
ACCT 582: Fraud Data Analysis, Mark Nigrini
SENG 550: Object Oriented Design, Jeff Edgell
WMAN 200: Restoration Ecology, Jim Anderson
FDST 200: Food Science and Technology, Jacek Jaczynski
HN&F 126: Society and Food, Jacek Jaczynski
SPED 611: Early Learning Curriculum: Early Intervention, Christian Google
FCLT 250: Russian Fairy Tales, Lisa Dibartolomeo
SBHS 610: Public Health Research Methods, Keith Zullig
HIST 180: World History Since 1500, Paul Banda
SPED 665: Mathematics for Special Needs, Melissa Hartley
SAFM 539: Security Management, Bob Roberts
SPED 661: Transition Planning and Programs for Students with Disabilities, Melissa Hartley
SPED 668: Secondary Content Methods, Melissa Hartley
SPED 770: Policy Analysis and Development, Melissa Hartley
ENGL 258: Popular American Culture, Jessica Lewis
SBHS 613: Public Health Program Evaluation, Christiaan Abildso
SBHS 601: Social and Behavioral Theory, Alfgeir Kristjansson (there is another version in 2017)
PSYC 241: Introduction to Human Development, Elizabeth Levelle
HIST 102: Western Civilization: 1600 to Present, Luke Gramith
ACCT 580: Forensic and Fraud Examination (FFE) Skills, Richard Dull
ENGR 143: Engineering Concepts, Melissa Morris
PSYC 281: Introduction to Abnormal Psychology, Shari Steinman
NSG 475: Applied Research and Evidence Based Practice, Melanie Whelan
ULIB 300: Film and Media Literacy, Beth Toren
ACCT 581: Fraud Investigation, Richard Riley
HIST 101: Western Civilization: Antiquity to 1600, Lindsey McNellis
ENGL 262: British Literature 2, Phillip Zapkin
BCOR 370: Managing Individuals and Teams, Jeffery Houghton
NSG 333: Ethics in Nursing, Stacey Pierce
NSG 634: Primary Care Rural Families 2, Emily Barnes
2015 (26)

HTOR 473: Hospitality Social CRM, Aj Aluri
BADM 631: Managerial Economics, Cliff Hawley
BADM 612: Managerial and Team Skills, David Dawley
BADM 651: Personal Financial Planning, Naomi Boyd
IMC 610: Introduction to IMC, Matthew Cummings
BCOR 350: Principles of Marketing, Jody Crosno
EDP 600: Educational Psychology, Patricia Haught
BADM 653: Integrated Global Business, Jon Heames
C&I 647: Sci & Math Ap Nutr Energ Cont, Jim Rye
BCOR 340: Business Finance, Ann Marie Hibbert
BUSA 201: Survey of Economics, Feng Yao
BUSA 202: Survey of Accounting, Nancy Lynch
ENGR 140: Engineering in History, Melissa Morris
ENGR 101: Introduction to Engineering Applications, Alice Noble
BCOR 299: Business Communication, Li Wang
SENG 581: Quality Software Process Management, Dale Dzielski
REHB 612: Disability Across the Lifespan, George Mamboleo
C&I 688: Classroom Organization & Management, Ashley Martucci
C&I 630: Problem Solving in Math, Sarah Selmer
C&I 643: Brain Based Teaching & Learning, John Oughton
NSG 632: Advanced Assessment, Emily Barnes
NSG 633: Primary Care: Rural Families 1, Emily Barnes
SENG 510: Software Project Management, Lawrence Jacowitz
ACCT 583: Fraud: Criminology/Legal Issues, Richard Riley
BCOR 330: Information Systems/Technology, Salman Nazir
BUSA 330: Survey of Marketing, Nancy McIntyre

2014 (10)
BADM 613: Macroeconomics, Unk Christiadi
BADM 632: Corporate Finance, Paul Speaker
BADM 621: Business Research, Gerald Blakely
BADM 638: Operations/Supply Chain Management, Ednilson Bernardes
BADM 644: Legal Environment and Ethics, Jena Martin
ACCT 202: Principles of Accounting, Denise Hayes
BADM 641: Decision Analysis-Executives, Jack Fuller
BADM 652: Marketing Strategy, Michael Walsh
BUSA 340: Business Finance, Ann Marie Hibbert
ACCT 201: Principles of Accounting, Nancy Lynch